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STABILITY OF FOLIATIONS
ABSTRACT. Let X be a compact manifold and let k be an integer. It i s shown that the set of homeomorphism conjugacy classes of germs a t X of foliations of codimension k and the set of homeomorphism conjugacy classes of (holonomy) representations of Il (X)in the group of germs a t 0 of 0-fixed self-1 diffeomorphisms of R~ are homeomorphic when given appropriate topologies.
Stable foliation germs and stable holonomy representations correspond under this homeomorphism. It i s shown that there are no stable foliation g e m s a t a toral leaf if the dimension of the toms i s greater than one.
0.
Introduction. The qualitative theory of ordinary differential equations on compact manifolds without boundary may be considered a part of the theory of foliations, but the question of stability which has dominated s o much of the recent work on vector fields and diffeomorphisms has been largely untouched for foliations. The relation between global and local perturbations is different for the two theories; whereas every local perturbation of a vector field extends t o a global perturbation, the same is not true for foliations. This can be seen by comparing Hirsch's sufficient condition for global stability (quoted below) with our nonexistence theorem for local stable foliations a t a toral leaf.
In trying to generalize certain stability theorems for vector fields one can assume the existence of a vector field tangent to the leaves which has a stabilizing effect on the foliation. For example.
Theorem (Hirsch). A /oliation of a compact manifold which admits a normally hyperbolic vector field i s stable.
In the same spirit, another easy consequence of [H.P.S.] is the local theorem of persistence of a compact leaf:
Theorem. Let X be a lea/ of a foliation q5, Suppose there i s a neighborhood U of X and a vector field in U-tangent to 4 and normally hyperbolic at X. Then On the other hand a t a compact leaf X of a foliation of codimension k one h a s the holonomy representation. This is a representation, defined up to conjugation by elements of Diff (Rk, o), of Ill (X) in Diff (Rk, o), the germs of local diffeomorphisms of Rk a t the origin which leave the origin fixed. T h i s is the generalization of the Poincare' transform. The holonomy group of X is the image of the holonomy representation; this too is only defined up to conjugacy.
Theorem (Reeb stability theorem) . Let X be a compact leaf of a differentiable foliation. If the holonomy of X i s finite then X h a s a fundamental system of neighborhoods each of which i s a union of leaves.
That the stability in these two results arises because of completely different reasons is made clear by Proposition. Let X be a leaf of foliations of a compact manifold which admits a normally hyperbolic vector field. Then X admits a nonvanishing vector field and if X i s compact IIl(X) is infinite.
Proof. Suppose the vector field tangent to X has a singularity, the strong stable manifold of the singularity [H.P.S.] would contradict the completeness of the leaves. If X is compact take a recurrent orbit, close it up and observe that the image of the homotopy c l a s s of that curve under the holonomy representation is hyperbolic and hence the homotopy c l a s s is of infinite order. We shall concern ourselves with local perturbations of foliations in a neighborhood of a compact leaf and stability c~uestions arising from such perturbations. It is interesting that we can prove (see $11) that a foliation is never locally stable in the neighborhood of a toral leaf T~ for k > 1, whereas many of the globally stable foliations of Hirsch have toral leaves. Thus i t is clear that there are local perturbations that do not extend and that the global stability of a foliation is strongly affected by the integrability conditions.
In part I, the notions of stability of a compact leaf of a germ of a foliation are defined. The object of $1 is to identify the space 3 of homeomorphism equivalence c l a s s e s of foliation germs in a neighborhood of a compact n-manifold X embedded in (n + k)-dimensional manifolds, with a subspace {H'(x, Diff Rk)l of H l(X, Homeo R~) . The subspace y x of those foliation germs a t X having X a s a leaf is identified with the s p a c e { R~P ( n l ( x ) , Diff ( R~, 0))j of homeomorphism conjugacy c l a s s e s of holonomy representations. This identification allows u s to reduce the study of stability of foliations mod X to the study of stability of holonomy representations.
In part 11, this reduction is exploited in order to show that there are no stable foliation germs mod a toral leaf T k for k > 1.
While this paper only deals with the stability of foliations in the neighborhood of a given compact leaf, i,e, stability in Yx, Hirsch [HirschJ has dealt with the persistence of the compact leaf under perturbations.
I. Foliation germs a t a compact manifold X; the basic homeomorphism theorem.
1. L e t M be an (n + k)-dimensional manifold of c l a s s Cf,t 2 1. Let F,(M) be the s e t of c'-foliations of codimension k. We fix t, k, and n and delete them where possible from the notation. In the obvious way F(M) is a subset of the Cf-'-sections of Gn(TM) over M, r(Gn.(TM)L Here Gn(TI1l) is the bundle over M whose fibre over x E M is the Grassmann manifold of n-dimensional subspaces of (TM);. we put the Ct"-whitney On ~( G~( T M ) ) , topology, and we take F(M) with the induced topology. Since the inclusion, F(M) r ( G 0 (~M ) ) involves -+ taking one derivative, we c a l l this topology on F(M) the Ct-topology. Now let X be a compact n-dimensional manifold. Our object here i s to study perturbations of foliations having X a s a leaf, in a neighborhood of the X-leaf. These perturbations may not be restricted to those that preserve X a s a leaf.
Thus we want to look a t foliations of (n + k)-dimensional manifolds in the neighborhood of an imbedded X where we make no assumptions that X i s a leaf of the foliation. However since we are interested in foliations close to ones having X a s a leaf we require that the leaves of the foliation are locally graphs over X . For our purposes, therefore, it i s no restriction to consider foliations of a neighborhood k of the zero section of a n R -bundle over X , whose leaves project nonsingularly t o X.
Let v be an R~-b u n d l e over X with projection n, and zero section zV. L e t U be an open neighborhood of z v (~) , and let F$U) be the s e t of those foliations E F(U) such that We topologize F$U) a s a subset of F(U), with the Ct-topology. We let FVex(U) C F$U) be the subspace of those foliations a such that o(z,(x)) = (zJ,(Tx~). Let F v = U F J U ) and F v , x = U F , ,~( U ) , where the union is taken over a l l open neighborhoods U of z$X) and the F$U) are disjoint for distinct U. Generally we shall be interested in c'-stability, thus when we say that a foliation (or i t s class) i s stable we will mean c'-stable.
2.
Let Homeof (Rk) be the s e t of germs of local Cf-diffeomorphism of R k , and let Homeof(Rk, O) be the group of those elements of Homeof(Rk) with source and target equal to the origin. For the integer t introduced in the preceding paragraph, we let Homeo' (Rk) = Diff Rk and HorneoL (Rk, 0)= iff (Rk, 0) . We topologize Diff Rk by means of the t-jets a t the source; that is we give it the weakest topology making the map continuous.
where f is a germ a t x . Call this topology on Diff kZk and the induced topology on the subset iff(^', O), the CL-topology.
In distinction to the ~' -t o~o l o~~, we have the usual sheaf topology on (x, llomeo'(Rk, 01) .
To topologize H ' ( x ,Diff Rk) and H1(x, Iliff(Rk, o)), it suffices to topologize, in a consistent way, the s e t of I-cochains c l ( U , Diff Rk) for U a finite open cover of X. But c1(U, Diff Rk) is just the product over a l l pairs U, V, 6 such that U n V f @ of the s e t s C(U n V, Diff Rk) of continuous maps of U n V into Diff Rk (with the sheaf topology). We give C(U n V, Diff Rk) the topology of uniform convergence using the ~' -t o~o l o g~ on Diff Rk. Notice that the analo- We give !Rep(nl(X), Diff(Rk, 0))f' the quotient topology.
is constant on a neighborhood of p.
In the next section we establish a homeomorphism between {H'(x, iff ( R~, o))\' and {Rep(IIl(x), iff (Rk, 0))17
for O l r s t . Our results can be summarized:
The map h: 3 + H '(x, Diff Rk) is a homeomorphism which projects to a homeomorphism h' such that the following diagram commutes: ( H ' ( x , iff ( R k , 0) )l ' and (Rep ( l l l ( X ) , iff (R*, o) ( R~, iff ( R k , 0 ) 
(In both parts 0 5 r 5 t and the topologies are the Ct-topologies for t > I..) ( R k , 0 
From this theorem we see that the study o f stability o f foliations at X i s equivalent to the study o f stability o f representations o f l l l ( X ) in ~i f f ( R~, 0). More generally, i f G i s any subgroup o f ~i f f ( R~, 0 ) with the inherited
Here { R e p ( l l l ( x ) , G)]' i s the image under the forgetful projection of ReP(lll(X),G ) in { R e p ( n , ( X ) , iff(^^, O))]'. T h e proof of the corollary i s merely the proof that IH '(x,G ) y and {ReP (nl(X), G)y are naturally (with respect to forgetfulness) homeomorphic. This i s proved in the next paragraph.
In this paragraph we construct a homeomorphism between { H '(x,G ) y and { R e p ( l l l ( x ) , G)]' for any r, 0 j r 5 t, and G , any subgroup o f r iff
G)I and { R e p ( n , ( X ) , G)1 are homeomorphic. From the construction given below, i t it clear that i f 8 i s any covering o f X o f the same type that refines then the homeomorphism o f { H I ( % , G ) ) and { R e p ( n ,(x), G ) ] can be defined so that
commutes, where p is the refinement map. Thus we will have defined a homeodU aorphism of {il ' ( x , G ) j and { R e p ( n t ( X ) , G)].
Let Z '(8, G ) = Z be the s e t of I-cocycles based on the covering 8. L e t q be the number of pairs (i, j ) with 1 5 i, j < u such that U i i f $5. Then a s mentioned in $2, z ' is just a subset of Gq. Let A be the inclusion of z ' in Gq, For each U i E 8,choose a point x i E U i , i = I , . .,u; we construct a s e t of q generators for n l ( X , x For each U i j # @, i < j, choose an arc D .. in However if g i s in the image of A, for each nonempty U j k l we have gklgli = g k j .
Thus the image of T 0 X is in the image of y. We define a continuous map 
This completes the proof o f the fact that Proposition 1. For any r, 0 5 r 5 t, and any subgroup G of iff ( R k , o), if X is any compact manifold then ( R e p(lIl(x),G)Y and ( H ' ( x , G)P are homeomor-
phic. These homeomorphisms commute with the forgetful projections. H21) .Since v will be fixed for this paragraph we let E be i t s total space, n its projection, and z its zero section. Definition. A coordinate-foliation germ a t z(X) consists of a pair (U, j ) where is a n open cover of X and f = { f u \ U E ' 121, where /" i s a germ a t z(U) of a diffeomorphism of a neighborhood of z(U) in E I U into U x Rk such that (1) the following diagram commutes, where 6, = f, o z IU and p i s the projection on the first factor. The Mather broken arrow will be used t v d e n o t e germs.
In this paragraph we prove
(2) If U and U 'E U have nonempty intersection then there is a continuous function from U n U' into Diff Rk (with the sheaf topology), g U u t , such that (E ( u n u',
commutes, where if (u, v ' ) = [,,(u) and (u, v ) = CU(u), then g U U c ( u , .) is a germ of a local Ct-diffeomorphism of Rk with source v' and target u. Call {fu!, the coordinate germs and 1, the transition germs of the coordinate loliation germ.
For a fixed covering U of X, let Cu(U) be the space of coordinate foliation germs defined in terms of U . We topologize Cu(U) by declaring two elements f and f' to be close if their t-jets; (1'fU) Iz(u) and (lt/;) / z ( 0 ) are uniformly close.
An element of CV(U) determines an element of 3,, that is, there i s an obvious map of Cu(%) into 3,. Call the image of cY(U) in SV, y u ( u ) .
The collection of CV@) for a l l open covers ' 12 is a directed system as i s the collection of a l l 3,(11). The direct limit of {3,(U)I is FV. Replacing Diff Rk by iff ( R~, 0) in the above definition, we can define Cv,,(u), and 3v,x(8);
again Y,,, is the direct limit of 3u,x(U). The topologies on 3,(U) and F,,,
are the quotient topologies of those of c V ( u ) and cV,,(U). Roughly speaking, dir lim (C~,,(U)) is the s e t of microbundles with constant transition functions a t z(X) in E. An analogous imprecise identification could be made of dir lim CV(U) if we had available a notion of microbundle without a zero section.
The mapping h: 5 --H 1 ( x , Diff Rk) can be easily described on ff,(%). Take a foliation which i s the image of f E c,(U), the h-image of this foliation is the equivalence c l a s s of the 1-cocycle in ~' ( u , Diff R k ) given by g = ( g U U , (U, II' E U ] , the transition germs, where f U 0 f~? = 1 x g U U l . We determine the images under h of 3, in N ' ( x , Diff R k ) and of 3 , ( U ) in H1(U, Diff R*).
Consider the map j : Diff ( Thus we must show that if g and are in zl(U, GL(k, R)) and sufficiently close, there exist continuous maps Xu:
g UUl(x), for a l l U , U' E U and x E U U' . The construction of such a Ochain X is a special c a s e of the proof of (3).
To prove that h: 3, -,H~( x ,Diff Rk) is a homeomorphism we note first that by (1) of this lemma and the above mentioned result of Haefliger that this restricted h is 1: 1 and onto.
Note. In the remainder of this paragraph we omit Diff Rk and X from the notation for H: , Z,, 1 etc.
For each' open cover of X, we have the commutative diagram where a,,and p U are continuous. Thus the continuity of h is a consequence of the continuity of h U which in turn is a consequence of the continuity of C,(U) .-+ z~( U ) which takes a s e t of coordinate germs into the corresponding transition germ cocycle. This l a s t map i s obviously continuous.
We Yii(x, ' ) is the germ g..(x), is the germ of a &map.
11
Obviously if g is a ~' -c o c~c l e , b(gi$ are also a l l Ct-maps.
2. Since h: 3, is surjective, it is no restriction to compute H,!, using only ~' -c o c~c l e s .
For the rest of this paragraph z,!,(U\ means the s e t of ~~-c o c~c l e s . The continuity of h-I is a consequence of t h e following:
Lemma. L e t 8 be a cover of X by coordinate balls. Let g E z:(%). Then there i s a proper refinement of 8 and a neighborhood 5 of g a n d a continuous map such thaz the following diagram commutes:
Here pU and q are the obvious continuous projections.
l 3
Proof. The refinement 3 is any one such that h-lpU(g) E image of q It
3.
is no restriction to assume that 8 = f U1, . ., u,f and 8 = { v l , . ., V,] and Vi C pi C Ui for a l l i. Just take a refinement 8' that h a s that property, construct the map for the pair of coverings 8' and 8 and compose it with the refining map, z~( U )--) Z:(U').
Similarly we can assume that there is ari f E c,(U) with bq (f) = pU(g). In fact we may assume that if f = ifi, i = 1, 9 ,ul and g = {gij1 that U a s germs with source fj(z(uii)) = graph of a(gij) and target ji(z(U. .)) = graph of 17 a(gi;). Let aii = a(gii): Uij -+ Rk. The scheme of the proof is a s follows. For 5 g close enough to g, we construct a s e t of submersion germs: 11. Stability and instability of representations.
1. We begin investigating stability questions for g X via the stability of representations of fll(X). Here stability means ~' -s t a b i l i t~.
Up to this point we have suppressed, to a large extent, reference to the differentiability class of the foliations considered, the integer t. Since the choice of t i s relevant in this part, we make it explicit. The dictionary for this i s 3, = ,5,, 5; = ,S;,
hjp(x)* As before, the integer t identifies the topology (the Ct-topology) used in each of these spaces a s well a s in the spaces Rep and {Rep]' constructed using Difft.
In the c a s e of a closed orbit of a differential equation, the necessary and sufficient condition for stability i s that the Poincard transform be hyperbolic [Marcus] . Recall that a linear map is hyperbolic if its eigenvalues miss the unit circle and a diffeomorphism germ, f E iff '(Rk, 0) is hyperbolic iff fl (0) Notation. If u 6 t3x,we denote by p, the corresponding class in {Rep (Z, Difft (Rk, 0)))'. Since h~perbolicity of an element of iff'(^^, 0) implies the hyperbolicity of any HomeoS (Rk, 0)-conjugate for s > 0, we can speak of the hyperbolicity of p,(l), hence of p,.
Thus we have Theorem 2. Let u E t3xand let TIl(X) = Z, then a is stable a t X iff p, is hyperbolic. This theorem i s an instance of the stability of a foliation or a representation depending only on the 1-jet of the representation.
We consider GL(k, R) a s a subgroup of ~i f f ' ( R~, 0) 0) and let jl: ~i f f ' ( R~, GL(k, R ) be the I-jet a t zero map. We have the commutative diagram:
where all the horizontal maps are homeomorphisms (given by the corollary Theorem 1 of $2). The vertical maps are those induced by the inclusion of GL(k, R) in iff (Rk, o) , and a l l the diagonal maps are forgetful.
Definition. An element p E Rep (TIl(x), GL(k, R)) i s linearly stable if the
Using this definition we can speak of linearly stable, linear foliations where a linear foliation a t X is one whose c l a s s i s in ,3gL(k*R). Proof. If A and B were conjugate by a homeomorphism the absolute-valueone-eigenvector of A would be recurrent for 8. But £3 has only 0 a s recurrent point.
Definition. Let G be any group. A representation p E rep(^, GL&, R)) is hyperbolic if the eigenvalues of p(x) are a l l off the unit circle for x f idenitiy in G. Lemma. Let G be an abelian group a n d p E Rep(G, G L (~, R)). Then R~ = E l €0 .. $En where E i i s an invariant subspace for the representation and in complex form p(g) IE i = yi(g)l + Ni(g) where yi(g) E C -101 a n d Ni(g) is nilpotent and yi i s a homomorphism of G into the multiplicative group of nonzero complex numbers.
Proof. Let g E G and let h be an eigenvalue of p(g1. For sufficiently high m, ker (XI -~( g ) )= ker (XI -p(g))mtl. Further this kernel is invariant under all linear maps which commute with p(g). On this subspace p(g) = hl + (p(g) -hl).
Using the finite dimensionality of R~, we get the direct sum decomposition. That the yi are elements of Rep(G, c*)is obvious.
T o complete the proof of the proposition, we take any representation p, and restrict to one of the subspaces E i of the lemma. Let e l , ...,en be a s e t of generators of Zn. We can change the representation by multiplying the p(ej) by a real number r j f 0. The representation g -yi (g) will hit the unit circle iff there are integers m such that Idet ( n .p(ei)mi)\ = 1.
I
This is equivalent to the existence of integers m . such that
The s e t of points which satisfy ZYz1 m x . = 0, for (m l , ,mn) E Z n is a count-
I I
able union of hyperplanes in Rn which contains the s e t of rational points. Thus this s e t and i t s complement i s dense in Rn. By multiplying the p(e,) by ti arbitrarily close to 1 we may move the n-tuple (lnlyi(e l) I ,. ,In I yi(en)() into either of these sets. The proof given here i s valid if Z n is replaced by any group of the form Z n x G, for G arbitrary, and n > 1. Thus we have actually proven
Theorem. Let n > 1, and let G be a n arbitrary group. Then there are no stable elements in R e p (Zn x G, GL(k, R)).
Corollary. Let X be a compact manifold with n l ( X ) of the form Z n x G for n > 1. Then there are no stable elements in Question. Are there any stable representations of (finitely presented) solvable group into G L (~, R)?
We expect the answer to this question to be "essentially no", and for that reason we raised the question of stability of linear representations only for simple and semisimple groups.
